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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have facilitated
human life in different fields: medical, engineering, agriculture,
environment, traffic, and military. WSNs are extensively used
in monitoring, tracking, and controlling applications; however,
their resource constraint nature faces new challenges. These
are: centralized management, device heterogeneity, routing
protocols, node’s mobility, information privacy, and limited
computational-power. WSN spans over a large geographical
area; therefore, they must address the issue of routing-protocols,
scalability, communication, and security. This survey highlights
WSNs’ applications, security requirements, different attacks
and defenses, and contemporary issues and challenges. In
addition, the integration of virtualization, cloud computing, and
Software Defined Networking (SDN) in WSNs is also explained
with a new set of challenges. We believe, this paper provides
a deep insight and a valuable blue print for interested readers
and researchers in WSN, and its related technologies.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Network, Security Attacks,
Security Challenges, Defenses, Software Defined Networking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are defined as a large
number of low-cost, low memories, self-organizing, unat-
tended, low processing capable, and distributed embedded
[1] small sensor nodes; they communicate through a channel
(air) to collect data from the surrounding interest, process it,
and report to the sink. WSNs are used in commercial, and
military applications, such as, inventory control, traffic mon-
itoring, and tactical surveillance. They also provide border
security to prevent terrorism, and illegal movement of drugs
and weapons[2]. These networks provide socio-economic
benefits, e.g., weather prediction, mission-critical systems,
target field imaging, precision agriculture, and patient mon-
itoring; they provide a communication way in disaster-hit
area [3]. A brief explanation about WSNs applications can
be found in Section III.

Designing a secure, a scalable, a robust, and a reliable
WSN needs sufficient knowledge to overcome the inherited
limitations of storage capacity, processing power, and com-
munication range. According to [4], cryptographic techniques
and key management tools bring computational and space
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challenges for resource constraint hardwares. Developing and
building a robust WSN operating system faces the compli-
cations of memory management, processes scheduling, and
energy-efficient processing. WSNs need to address the tech-
nology trend, the integration of: cloud computing, Software
Defined Networking (SDN), and virtualization technologies.
A hostile environment—enemy vicinity—poses challenges
of security and protection against tampering and physical
attacks. Considering these issues, we aim to provide a
comprehensive and state of the art literature review.

Our contributions are: a comprehensive overview sur-
rounding security issues and challenges in WSNs, explana-
tions of different terminologies common in WSNs security, a
rigorous analysis of different techniques used in WSNs, and
introduction of new challenges of SDN, cloud computing,
and virtualization technologies. Section II discusses the basic
model of WSNs and its background knowledge. In Section
III, we briefly explain WSNs applications. Section IV is
about WSNs requirements; Section V discuses common
attacks in WSNs. Section VI elaborates defenses/solutions;
and Section VII describes key challenges in WSNs. A brief
summary in Section VIII concludes the survey.

II. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK BACKGROUND

The basic building block of a WSN is the sensor node;
the reference diagram is shown in Figure 1. A sensor node
consists of different units: memory, processor, power, sensor,
transceiver, position finding system, and/or a mobilizer. All
these units are not mandatory; it depends on the context and
situation. For example, a GPS capable WSN should have a
mobilizer or position finding system for tracking.

An important unit of a sensor node is the transceiver; it can
send and receive data/signals. In a sensor node, transceiver
unit consumes more power compared to other units, because
the packet transmission process includes signal amplification.
To improve the sensor node’s battery power, it is advised that
transceiver unit should be designed properly to consume less
amount of energy when sending and receiving data/signals.

Fig. 1: Reference Diagram of a Wireless Sensor Node:
The power generating unit provides power to the main
power unit, which further distributes power to all sub-
units. All sub-units work together to perform sensing
activities.
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Different sensor nodes are available in the market e.g.,
mica2 and mica2dot, and Tmote Sky, etc. These sensors have
a small memory space (10KB, 16KB, 32KB), and a limited
processing power (8MHz, 16MHz) that can handle node’s
operations. In addition, a small flash ROM (24K, 48K) is
available to store important processing-data.

Reference architecture for a WSN node [1] is shown in
Figure 2. The physical infrastructure includes sensor nodes
and related hardwares. OS governs overall node’s opera-
tions; different OSs are in practice for low power wireless
devices. One of the most popular OS is TinyOS [5]; it
is an open source, event-based operating system designed
for low-power wireless devices, and optimized for memory
limitations. System services provide core functionalities:
storage management, localization, time synchronization, and
reprogramming. Programming abstraction provides APIs to
the application layer. An application developer can build
applications to operate the desired WSN.

Fig. 2: WSN Reference Architecture: A general reference
architecture defines the core functionalities, standards,
and APIs; APIs facilitate an application developer to
interact with the system services.

A WSN consists of different nodes: base station, sensor
nodes, and aggregator nodes as shown in Figure 3. This
proposed model provides minimum delay, prolonged network
life, and sink-node location privacy [6]. Base station is highly
equipped system both in software and hardware; it has more
processing capabilities, more memory, and more energy.

Fig. 3: Basic Diagram of WSN with Aggregator Node:
Sensor nodes sense the events, which are collected by
aggregator-nodes. Aggregator nodes forward all events to
the Base Station, which is further forwarded to a remote
server via the Internet or directly.

Base station is responsible for topology generation and
taking on the spot action against any malfunctioning in the
network [6]. It collects critical data (military applications);
its location should be protected from outside and inside
attackers. If an adversary knows about the base station
location, he can launch different attacks via traffic monitoring

[7] or traffic tracing techniques [8]. In WSNs, aggregator
node reduces delay, increases network life, and above-all
hides base station location from adversaries very efficiently
[6].

III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS APPLICATIONS

WSNs are resource constraints devices; however, due
to their diversity, they are used in: university campuses,
buildings, road traffic monitoring, vehicle tracking systems,
mission-critical systems, and atomic reactors. Sensors are
embedded in a physical object for different purposes, e.g.,
field monitoring, picture/video capturing, and task perform-
ing in a high or cold temperature (automation industry).
These interconnected sensor devices produce a huge amount
of data, which can be used to analyze and understand
the collective behavior of some geographically populated
area. Materials for Section III can be found at [9], [1].
This section briefly overviews important applications, which
further explains the importance of security in WSNs.

A. Wireless Sensor Networks in Industry

Different sensors combinations are used to form WSNs
to monitor machine structural health; the network timely
informs the control room for any structural flaw in a material.

1) Environmental Wireless Sensor Networks: Sensors in-
clude in this category are: temperature, humidity, soil
moisture, wind, and pressure; the network of these
sensors facilitates precision agriculture, which monitor
temperature, humidity of soil and leaf, and the speed
of wind and direction.

2) Physical Wireless Sensor Networks: Sensors combi-
nation of accelerometer, presence, vibration, power,
ultrasound, water, sound, bend, flex, strain, and stress
can establish a cooperative WSN to control motion,
vibration, and presence of different objects.

3) Wireless Sensor Networks in Gas Sector: Different
sensors combination of CO2, CO, CH4, O2, NH3,
SH2, NO2, and pollution sensors can build a WSN to
monitor the organic gases like CO2, CH4, NH3, and
SH2.

4) Wireless Sensor Networks in Optics: Different sensors
in optics are: infrared, sunlight, radiation, ultraviolet,
and color. These networks are used in agriculture to
monitor the sunlight, radiation, and ultraviolet rays; the
result is analyzed to measure the amount of energy and
light used by plants.

B. Wireless Sensor Networks for Society

WSNs facilitate society in health care and traffic monitor-
ing systems [10]; they provide a new paradigm of smart cities
where everything is connected to each other. The distributed
connectivity provides the following advantages.

1) Intelligent Buildings/Homes and Bridges: In intelligent
buildings, WSNs are used to reduce energy wastage
by proper ventilation, and air-conditioning system;
in homes, smart metering solves traditional meter-
ing system issues: installation, cost, and management.
Intelligent bridges use WSNs to monitor the stress,
number of allowed vehicles, and any leakage or crack
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in the bridges. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is
a sensor based approach to monitor the reliability or
health of structural materials used in bridges.

2) Smart Parking and Cities: An efficient traffic system
uses smart parking; WSNs monitor the flow and exit
of vehicles, and inform the control room about the
congestion if any. In addition, smart cities exploit
WSNs advantages to monitor noise pollution, which
can prevent environmental problems, e.g., loud noise.

3) Wireless Body Area Networks: A body area network
monitors the human body temperature, sugar level,
blood pressure, and stress level [11]; this helps doctors
to diagnose a disease on a scientific approach.

C. Wireless Sensor Networks in Agriculture and Wild Life

WSNs are used to monitor wild life; information is collect-
ed about animal behavior, their interaction, and their different
habits.

1) Wireless Sensor Networks in Precision Agriculture:
Wikipedia defines precision agriculture (PA) as —a
satellite farming, or site specific crop management (SS-
CM) is a farming management concept based on ob-
serving, measuring, and responding to inter and intra-
field variability in crops. Different crops have different
properties. For these diverse properties, WSNs provide
a scientific approach to collect data and analyze it.
They [12] have shown that it is possible to build a
fully robust, solar powered, and low cost Irrigation
Management System (IMS) to suit the socio-economic
conditions of small-scale farmers in developing coun-
tries. The smart irrigation system reduces wastage of
water; these networks timely inform farmers about
water level and plant diseases.
WSNs are useful in controlling nursery’s conditions,
and closely monitoring high-performance crops, such
as, tropical fruits. The monitored parameters can vary
from location to location; however, different soil types,
temperature and wind level, water quality, and humidi-
ty and sunlight intensity can affect the smart agriculture
systems.

2) Wireless Sensor Networks in Animal Rearing: WSNs
are used in animal rearing; the installed network mon-
itors the room temperature and keeps it on a suit-
able level. Live stocks emit different gases: Methane,
Ammonia, Hydrogen, and Sulphide; WSNs monitor
different gas levels for taking livestock health care.

D. Wireless Sensor Network for Environment Protection

In a disaster quick relief emergency situation, sensor nodes
are dropped from a helicopter to the affected area, e.g., fire,
to monitor the temperature and send back the data to the
server. A pre-installed sensor network in wild life timely
inform control room about any fire case.

1) Wireless Sensor Networks in Atomic Reactors: For
the state-level policy, an installed WSN in the atomic
reactor needs a crucial importance [9]. These networks
monitor highly radiated zones without sacrificing the
life of the reactor’s staff. In case of radiation leak-
age, catastrophic situation (station blackout), natural

calamity, and earthquake, these networks facilitate gov-
ernments and states. However, these networks should
be highly equipped to cope with high temperature and
un-predictable catastrophic situations.

2) Wireless Sensor Networks in Pollution Monitoring:
WSNs provide data about the pollutant, resulted from
vehicle emission, industrial application, coal trains,
glass and steel factories, and coal-fired power plants.
These emissions are dangerous to both health and
physical environment. According to world health orga-
nization (WHO), this problem kills 2.4 million people
each year [13]. Some important diseases caused by
pollution are: asthma, cancer, heart disease, respiratory
problems, emphysema, weak immunity system, and
birth defects.

3) Volcano Monitoring: Volcanos are natural events where
monitoring must consider technical, scientific, and so-
cial aspects [14]; the main goal is to provide public
safety on time. Figure 4 shows a bird-view of different
applications.

IV. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS IN WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS

Security requirements are the basic roots of any WSN;
fulfilling security requirements ensure network stability and
operations. The basic security requirements of WSNs defi-
nitely surround Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication
(CIA) triangle, but it is not only limited to cryptography.
Cryptography can help to protect the system as much as se-
cure; however, cryptography is not the solution of all security
measures. A secure network should consider authorization
and authentication as too. Some requirements are related to
application-specific environment [15]. We grouped security
requirements into: data level security, node level security,
code/program level security, and network level security.

A. Data Level Security

Data security ensures safety from unauthorized access,
and protects it from alteration and corruption. In the context
of WSNs, a transit data can be captured, and altered by a
malicious user, who can resend the modified data [16].

1) Authentication: One of the core requirements for
WSNs is authentication—ensuring that the data is from
the intended right source. Any bad guy/adversary can
claim as a true source [17], [18]. It is the mechanism to
verify the identity of a node who wants to communicate
with other nodes. In general authentication, multiple
ways are used to provide identity, e.g., typing a user-
name and password, swiping a smart card, waving a
token device, using a digital certificate, using voice
recognition, and using retina and finger prints [19].
For WSNs, biometrics, retina, or finger prints will
not be applicable; however, in future IT, WSNs may
incorporate these technologies.

2) Confidentiality: Confidentiality refers to limiting infor-
mation access and disclosure only to user/nodes, who
are authorized; and preventing it from those who are
unauthorized [20]. Authorized people and authorized
nodes can access data, while unauthorized people and
unauthorized nodes cannot access data. It ensures the
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Fig. 4: WSN Applications: Applications are categorized according to their scope; they are used at a big scale in
industry. Applications’ list presented in this section is not the final––it is growing.

privacy of contents, and protects the contents to be
meaningless for any bad guy [17]. Confidentiality
consists of two parts, access authorization, and privacy
[21]. Access authorization allows data access only to
legitimate users, while privacy protects the sensitive
data from all those who are un-authorized.

3) Integrity: Integrity refers to the accuracy, authenticity,
completeness, and trustworthiness of information re-
sources [22], [23]. Integrity is concerned with data, that
haven’t been changed inappropriately, accidentally, or
deliberately; integrity of data cannot be justified with-
out detection [23]. Integrity also includes source/origin
integrity––the sending node is the trusted node to
receive data from. Integrity involves the entire life
cycle of data maintenance, consistency, accuracy, and
trustworthiness. It is the preservation of information,
whether wrong or right that are being sent by a source.
All information is valid if sent by the right trustworthy
source, and the received data is same as sent data.

4) Freshness: Data must be recent, and no old messages
should have been replayed. Data freshness is the mes-
sage received, but not a replayed message sent by the
adversary [15]. If the receiver gets out-of order packets,
such freshness is called a weak freshness; and if the
receiver gets all packets in-order, such freshness is
called a strong freshness [22].

B. Node Level Security

Some WSNs are designed to work in a hostile envi-
ronment; it is not feasible for a human being visit those
sites, and performs an attended operation, for instance, fire
in wild-life, cold temperature zones, atomic reactors, and
military operations. In a hostile environment, attended access
to nodes is much difficult or impossible––in some ways.
These situations demand for more security. All nodes must
be properly placed and protected from malicious users.
Every node in the deployed field carries information, e.g.,
node ID, cryptographic key, and the underlined designed
secure protocol. Proper node level security measures prevent
attackers to access a node and extract cryptographic keys.

1) Availability: Availability is the guarantee that a net-
work responsible for delivering, storing, maintaining,
and processing information must be accessible when-
ever needed by those entities who need them with

authorization [20]. WSNs should ensure that all n-
odes and gateways must be available all the times;
network should be protected from bad guys, who can
flood sensor nodes with a lot of packets. According
to [20] network is called useless network, until its
availability, no matter how strong it is. Technical and
catastrophic phenomenon affects the security aspects
of WSNs—availability is not different in this case.
Some phenomena are: node failure, communication
link failure, power drain, high temperature, wind storm,
and water flood.

2) Authorization: Authorization surrounds users’ rights
access; it defines services that they can avail. Network
administrator assigns different service policies for d-
ifferent users; some users are assigned modification
access, while some users have only read access. In
WSNs, different rules and policies are assigned to
different sensor nodes; policies and rules dictate, which
sensor node can read data from the surroundings, and
which sensor node can send data to base station.

3) Non-repudiation: Non-repudiation is an attribute in
communication technology, specifically in digital com-
munication, used to prevent future false denial of what
is being sent or done. ITU-T Recommendation X.805
security dimension states preventing the ability to deny
that an activity/action on the network occurred. In
WSNs, non-repudiation is to prevent any node that in
later stages deny of not sending that data. It ensures
the digital evidence of that node, which is involved in
the communication; it is a service that provides proof
of the integrity and origin of data; it is the guaranty
that someone who has sent something or done some
action cannot deny his or her action at later stages. In
a real-world example, if a legal document is signed
without witnesses, that person at later stages can deny
of his own signature. The purpose of non-repudiation
is to prevent such a denial.

4) Secure Localization: Often, the use of a sensor network
relies on its ability to accurately and automatically
locates sensor node in the network [24]. A sensor
network designed to locate faults and errors needs
accurate location information to pinpoint the fault. If
any adversary identifies the location of a deployed
sensor node, he can destroy it.
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C. Network Level Security

Network security is a broad term comprising of policies
and rules assigned by the network administrator to prevent
unauthorized data or system access. It includes activities re-
lated to reliability, integrity, scalability, and safety of network
data and hardwares.

1) Self-Organizing: In a WSN, due to its open media
vulnerable nature, eavesdropping is very easy for an
adversary. Adversary can monitor and analyze wire-
less signals by the spectrum analyzer; adversary can
launch man in the middle or denial of service attack
on the sensor network. Self-organizing is the solu-
tion to such problems [25]. All sensor nodes in a
WSN are distributed; a centralized sensor node/base
station is responsible to communicate with all other
sensor nodes. These distributed sensor devices send
data in-directly––hop by hop communication. If self-
organization is lacking in a sensor network, the damage
resulting from an attack can lead to unavailability of a
network [18].

2) Time Synchronization: In a distributed WSN, events
and communication must be synchronized to carry
out network operations; it is a way to synchronize
local clock of the sensor node with the communi-
cating entities [26]. The knowledge of timing among
sensor nodes is essential that detects events: move-
ment, humidity, and temperature. These events should
be synchronized to get in-oder information. Different
synchronization protocols are used for single hop and
multi hop communication [27]. Time synchronization
is also important for data freshness, where the com-
munication entities ensure the real-time data—not a
replayed packet.

3) Scalability: Hundreds of thousands of nodes are de-
ployed in a network carrying out distributed operations.
Because of this explosive proliferation of sensor nodes,
scalability is becoming an important topic in WSN;
it is the fundamental concern in WSN, that dictates
the system performance measure. Generally, scalability
refers to the ability of a system to perform useful
work when the size of the system increases or input to
system increases. WSN must be scalable to provide
capacity for additional nodes. New nodes insertion
and old nodes removal should be easy with no bad
impact over the network operations. Moreover, as new
sensors are deployed and old sensors are failed, it is
suggested that forward and backward secrecy should
also be considered––leaving sensor must not be able
to read any future messages, and the incoming sensor
must not be able to read any past message [18].

4) Surrounding Security: The deployed WSN environ-
ment must be secured and protected from outside
world. A proper surveillance cameras mechanism
helps monitoring any malicious activity. Deploying
surrounding security may not be practical in some
mission-critical applications, e.g., monitoring enemy
vicinity; however, such a system can be deployed in
security systems for instance, in medical fields, wild
life monitoring, and industrial applications.

5) Less Energy Consumption and Maximum Perfor-
mance: The most important parameter in a WSN is
power/energy. Insufficient energy leads to a catastroph-
ic situation, e.g., unavailability and message drop. All
nodes in the network must use some protocols/methods
to conserve the provided less amount of energy. It is
the trade-off between energy consumption and perfor-
mance of the network. On one side, demand for high
processing application such as, complex cryptography
methods sacrifice the battery power. On the other side,
to conserve more energy, low processing involved op-
erations are suggested. for instance, humidity checking,
temperate measurement, and object’s movement.

D. Operating System and Tools for WSNs

OS governs all operations in a computing system. For
WSN, the OS must be robust enough to cope with normal
routines; it must address the issues of security holes in OS
[28]. Memory protection, privilege mode, and file access
permissions are some key-points where OS provides system-
level security. The limited resource constraint behavior of
WSNs faces additional challenges in OS design. These
constraints affect the whole operations if not properly con-
figured. They [28] have shown extensive explanation of OS
architecture, programming model, scheduling, memory man-
agement and protection, communication protocols, resource
sharing, and support for real-time applications.

1) Re-Programming: Re-programming provides flexibil-
ity; it removes the hardware burnt firmware modifi-
cation limitations; [1] have provided a comprehensive
survey about WSNs programming. Re-programming
determines the system flexibility and adaptability to
cope with new changes that are occurring in the
deployed network e.g., changing the code for some
specific node. To maintain a network, the adminis-
trator intervention is of crucial importance. In the
software fault, an update and up-grade activity are
necessary, either physically or remotely. The deployed
network should have OTA programming feature [29]
for insertion/removal of some code remotely; OTA
programming provides global access to remote nodes.
Re-programming can change the static behavior of a
system to a dynamic behavior.

2) Tools for Wireless Networks: Tools play an important
role to operate the system. For WSNs, proper tools
are necessary to configure, manage, and update the
underlined sensor node. Different command line tools
and graphical user interface (GUI) come with specific
vendors. These tools help in programing and examining
the wireless media, and analyzing its characteristics;
they also help troubleshooting the network. Different
stakeholders, in WSNs, provide services ranging from
device vendors to application programmers and end
users. They use APIs to perform tasks: code modifica-
tion, firmware upgradation, and software maintenance;
these devices must go through the standardization
agency to remove any future incompatibility. WSN
requirements and their relation are shown in Figure
5.
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Fig. 5: WSNs Security Requirements and their Relation: WSNs requirements are directly related to the specific
application area. These requirements are not only limited to as stated. These requirements have dependency as
shown in dotted lines. For example, authentication and integrity also depend on node level security.

V. ATTACKS ON WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Applications discussed in Section III, face their own
specific challenges and security issues such as, data pro-
tection and sensor node protection. Because of the diverse
set of applications, WSNs face a big list of attacks: traffic
analysis, traffic tracing, node stealing, node tampering, and
data alteration. When data is at rest, policies to secure it
are different when data is in transit. A large number of
sensor nodes communicate with each other, carrying-out an
operation, involves a substantial amount of processing and
communications. This communication can be monitored by
an adversary; he can steal sensitive information [7].

A. Physical Attack

In a physical attack, the aim is to destroy the sensor
physically, or steal it from its vicinity [30]. The attacker even
does more harm; he can study and analyze the internal code;
he can extract the secret cryptography key; he can modify it
and, later, inject the replicated node in the network. This
attack leads future communication towards the attacker’s
side. In this attack, the injected node sends data to both
attacker and base station, at the same time, to hide its identity.

1) New Node Injection Attack: In this attack, an at-
tacker introduces his malicious node [18]. His own
designed injected new node, if successful, works with
the deployed network to steal useful information; he
also disrupts the proper operation of network, e.g.,
randomly bombarding fake packets to drain node’s
energy. The new malicious node can behave like a
legitimate nodes and, thus, can violate the security of
a system. Furthermore, if the attacker intention is to
read the sensitive information, the injected new node
forwards data to him to analyze the network traffic.

2) Sybil Attack: Redundancy provides availability and
system maintainability. An attacker exploits this func-
tionality by making a node to have multiple identities
[31]; an insecure node is hijacked to have multiple
identities. A node having multiple identities at different
times disrupts routing and lead to false results. It
is difficult to know the legitimate node; Sybil attack
creates the confusion of a real node and a fake node.

3) Reverse Engineering Attack: Reverse engineering is
the process to dissemble something in order to know its
internal circuitry or functionality; it is not the process

to copy or re-produce something, but the main goal
is to analyze the system and know about its working
mechanism. In this attack, the outside/inside attackers
extract very useful information: software code, cryp-
tography key, and node architecture.

B. Communication Attacks

In this paper, a physical attack refers to the physical
access, while the logical attack refers to the changing or
damaging the node remotely —without physically touching
it. An extensive attacks’ list can be found at [18].

1) Jamming: Jamming attack is directly launched on the
physical layer of the WSN protocol architecture. In
jamming attack, the attacker jams or block the commu-
nication signals [18]. He uses special devices to block
signals, for instance, frequency jammers. Blocking the
communication signals lead to unavailability.

2) DoS and Collision Attack: An attacker may flood
the network with a large number of fake packets;
in this attack, sensors’ resources are used to process
fake packets automatically [32]. Entertaining sufficient
number of packets drain nodes’ energy quickly. In
addition, the attacker drains the node’s energy by
collision. In a collision attack [33], he sends continues
packets in all directions to collide with the legitimate
packets, and, thus the retransmission will occur for
other packets. Retransmission causes delay, and drain
nodes’ energy. In these attacks, no service is available
to the legitimate nodes.

C. Code Attack

Poor programming and ill-practiced code developing be-
havior lead to a weak software; a malicious user can exploit
poor programming vulnerabilities. The OS must be well
designed, tested, and implemented to cope with software
bugs, e.g., overflow attack and exceptions. According to the
[34], 90% of all vulnerabilities are related to the application
level. This is the reason, that attackers have turned their
attentions towards application.

1) Overflow Attack: An attacker exploits a weak software
code, and launches overflow attack in the application
layer [35]. In this attack, the victim node is unable to
accept any further legitimate attempts for a new con-
nection. Buffer overflow attack overflows the buffer,
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and all future connections to that node are blocked.
Overflow attack leads to node’s unavailability.

2) Changing the Existing Node Remotely by Re-
Programming: An expert attacker changes the code
after accessing it; he can re-program the affected node
and miss-route all the consequent communication. In
tempering the existing node attack, he first gains access
to the node, then reads the internal of a node remotely.
After thoroughly investigating the node’s code, he tries
to change the behavior of a node, e.g., all future
information will be sent to both attacker and other
nodes. This attack is different from physical-tempering
attack; in physical tempering attack, he captures a node
and tempers/changes its code, and again injects into
the network. In a remote tempering attack, attacker
tempers the node functionality remotely.

D. Base Station Attack

In a WSN, base station or sink-node gathers data from
surrounding nodes and reports to outside world via the
Internet as shown in Figure 3. If base station is attacked
and compromised, the critical mission is considered to be a
failed one. Traffic tracing, and traffic monitoring attack [6]
are very common attacks that are launched on base station.
All the deployment cost will be compromised if the base
station location is compromised.

1) Source Location Attack: In a source location attack,
the attacker searches for the data/signal generated by
a node and traces it [36]; he uses advance techniques,
e.g., packet tracing [6], [37]. In a packet tracing tech-
nique, an attacker finds one packets while in transit,
and follows the source address of that packet; the
repeats the same method, and finally, reaches to the
source via reverse packet tracing. He uses the node’s
source location information for any malicious activity,
e.g., DoS attack on that particular source node.

2) Destination Location Attack: In this attack, attacker
goal is to find the sink/destination node. Most of the
cases, he aims to find the base station. He also aims
to reach some other aggregator nodes or sensor nodes.
For destination attack, the attacker uses traffic analysis
[7] and traffic tracing [8] techniques. He analyzes
traffic density around any node, and thus, wherever he
observes a huge traffic density pattern, he deduces the
destination node location.

3) Traffic Analysis Attack: An attacker analyzes the traffic
volume without being aware of the contents of data,
and ultimately, deducts the location of a base station.
This attack exploits base station location information
without being an expert in the WSN knowledge. In this
attack, the attacker is not even interested to know what
protocol is used, and which cryptography techniques
are used. He only monitors the traffic volume over the
entire network; wherever he sees huge traffic volume,
he deducts the base station location, and launches other
attacks to destroy base station or damage its operation.

4) Traffic Tracing Attack: In traffic tracing attack [8],
attacker captures packets and studies the destination or
source field; following the destination/source fields of
all packets, he successfully traces a particular node. He

can bombard the victim with fake packets and causes
un-availability. Packet tracing attack is used to attack
both the source node and the destination node.

5) Content Analysis Attack: In a content analysis attack,
attacker captures packets and deeply studies it. His goal
is to find useful information out of the packet, e.g.,
source address, destination address, and payload [38].
He can also alter the packet contents, and destination
address so that all subsequent communications will be
towards him. In content analysis attack, the attacker is
interested in the actual contents to know about the real
happening in the WSNs.

E. Routing Protocol Attacks

A strong OS provides a security for all its operations.
A vulnerable OS can give a privileged mode access to an
attacker; routing protocol exhibits the same phenomenon.
Routing protocols in WSNs govern all the communication.
Weak routing protocols exploits vulnerabilities; additionally,
if the underline protocol is unable to cope with dynamics of
surroundings, an attacker can exploit other weaknesses in it,
e.g., large latency.

1) Black Hole Attack: In this attack, an attacker creates
multiple nodes, where all traffic is forwarded, drowned,
and dropped. This attack exploits the routing algorith-
m/protocol’s weakness; a black hole node shows itself
as the nearest and zero cost node. The surrounding
nodes think of it as the nearest legal one and, thus,
all traffic goes through it and doing nothing [17]. This
attack makes fool the real sensor nodes to believe the
injected node as a true node.

2) Hello Flood Attack: An attacker uses high power radio
transmission to betray the legal nodes. Legal nodes
consider the high transmission node as the shortest
path node. In this attack, the real node follows the
attacker’s node, which leads to traffic congestion [17],
[18] and packets drop. All subsequent communications
are forwarded to the attacker node; he monitors and
reads the whole network traffic to carry out malicious
activity/operations.

VI. DEFENSES IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

Different techniques are used to protect WSNs from ad-
versaries; these techniques prevent: jamming attack, black
hole attacks, and DoS attacks; they also provide source,
destination, and data privacy. Figure 6 shows the taxonomy
of different WSNs attacks, causes, and their defenses.

A. Defenses for Cryptography Triangle

Business needs information integrity, authenticity, and pri-
vacy. The goal of WSNs deployment is to monitor some area,
and collect information for future the purpose. Cryptography
techniques must be used to ensure business privacy and
integrity; it is difficult to apply traditional passwords tech-
niques in WSNs, e.g., two-factor authentication. However,
in WSNs, we suggest to use light weight protocols, while
implementing cryptography techniques.

1) Confidentiality: Confidentiality, integrity, and availabil-
ity are used to validate the proper entity––to provide
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Fig. 6: Taxonomy of Different WSNs Attacks, Causes and Their Defenses: The upper layer consists of WSN attacks,
and their causes are presented in second layer; defenses are shown in the bottom layer. Arrows represent attack’s
relation with causes and defenses. For example, Node injection attack causes information leakage, and privacy-expose;
and the solution is provided via authorization, key management, and security on chips.

privacy/secrecy, and to prove the unaltered data. Con-
fidentiality provides content privacy by encryption-
mechanism––translation of data into secret code so that
only authorized users can access it. When nodes are
communicating with each other, the flow of data is
encrypted in the network; a bad guy cannot extract in-
formation from the intercepted message. Care must be
taken to apply energy-efficient encryption techniques
in resource constraint devices.

2) Integrity: It ensures the validity of data and node [17].
An attacker captures a packet and changes its contents;
he replays those packets. In addition, a malicious
node may add some fragments or manipulate the data
within a packet. Integrity differentiates between the
true data and modified data; it validates the true data,
and identifies the intercepted changes in it. Integrity
provides solutions to node injection attack and data
fabrication attack.

3) Authentication: Authentication is used to truly identify
the node in a sensor network [17]. An adversary can
inject his node if no authentication is incorporated. For
node injection attack, the attacker must authenticate his
node to the network; authentication prevents malicious

node injection. It prevents outside nodes to be the
part of a deployed network. Authentication-techniques
for WSNs must be well-designed and should address
the resource constraint nature. New node injection and
tempering attack can be prevented by authentication.

4) Authorization: Real nodes in a WSNs are entitled
to access rights; rights range from accessing node’s
data to modification of data, etc. Authorization always
comes after authentication; therefor, strong authenti-
cation reduces attacks related to authorization. If au-
thorization is not implied in the deployed network, an
adversary’s node can access useful data from any node.
Authorization prevents data fabrication or modification
attack.

5) Replay and Alteration: Communication in WSNs yield-
s useful data: routing information, sensitive data, pa-
tients’ records. Packets carry information, e.g., desti-
nation and sender node address. These messages, when
exchanged, carry information about payload/routing in
packets; an adversary can monitor it, and intercept it.
At later stages, he alters or replays messages, which
leads to false messages or misroute the information.
Integrity and encryption prevent attacks in these sit-
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uations. Encryption provides contents privacy, while
integrity validates the received messages. Techniques
to counter this attack are MAC, and time stamping
[39]. In case of a shared key, data freshness must be
ensured to prevent replay attacks.

6) Proper Key Management: Key management is used to
identify the legal node in WSNs; it plays an impor-
tant role in determining the security performance, and
system operations. Secure and efficient key distribution
system provides a simple key establishment for a large-
scale sensor networks [40]. Key-management helps to
counter new node injection attack.

7) Digital Certificates and Digital Signatures: Digital sig-
nature, and digital certificates prevent non-repudiation.
Digital certificates assert the digital origin of the data;
digital origin of the sensor node verifies that the signed
data can be trusted by all sensor nodes.

B. Defenses for Wireless Link

The open nature of a wireless media (signal) is a big hurdle
to provide an efficient security mechanism. Wireless signals
are all around a device; it is impossible to prevent signals’
propagation. Noise can affect the signal strength; it is advised
to deploy WSNs in a non-susceptible noise area.

1) Defense Against Jamming: Jamming attack directly
affects the physical layer of WSN protocol architecture.
Variations of spread-spectrum communication [41],
e.g., frequency hopping and code spreading can guard
against jamming attacks. Communication protocols
must be well designed to cope with jamming attack
[42]. However, because of the low power and low
processing capabilities, WSNs are only limited to using
single frequency, and, thus, susceptible to jamming
attacks. Building a secured information sensitive en-
vironment can prevent an attacker to access the place
and install devices to block communication.

2) Defense Against Collision Attack: An enemy can
exploit the inherited nature of wireless media––open
nature. Authors [33] proposed a new scheme to detect a
collision attack through histograms study at the sender
side. A proper physical secure environment can prevent
this problem; however, for hostile environment, error
correction code is used [43].

C. Defense for Availability

WSNs must be available all the times; proper techniques
should be incorporated to ensure availability; it can be
best ensured by proper and thorough maintaining all sensor
nodes’ energy and their sub-units. Authors in [44] proposed a
battery-aware multiple route constructions with path-overlap
avoidance method to provide a prolonged network life. Avail-
ability is the performance measure for any network/system,
and it dictates the uptime of that network/system. For mission
critical system, availability must be high compared to non-
critical system; there should not be an energy drain issue.
Information must be available whenever needed. Different
techniques to support network availability are: providing
redundancy for backup and failure, efficient energy aware
routing protocols, emergency power backup, and guarding

against malicious actions such as denial-of-service (DOS)
attacks.

1) Defense Against Node Stealing Attack: Proper physical
security measures can protect WSNs environment from
outside attacks. Most of the times, attacks are not
predicted; a situation can arise where an adversary can
steal a node physically. When an enemy steals a node,
a tempered proof property ensures node protection––as
soon as adversary opens the sensor node’s hardware,
the internal logic of a node must be useless [41]––;
however, due to its high cost, it is not practical. It
depends on the situation, whether it is needed or not.

2) Defense against Exhaustion: Repeated-packet trans-
mission to a node drains energy quickly [41]; conse-
quently, leads to un-availability. A technique is sug-
gested to watch the maximum number of requests
not exceeding a threshold. When any node crossed
the threshold value in the specific time interval, those
nodes will not entertain further packets.

3) Solar Energy to Maintain Power/Generate Power: Re-
newable energy always provides socio-economic ben-
efits. The use of renewable energy decreases power
outage issue; however, it adds an extra design cost.
Running the network for a long time, solar-energy
feature is an added value [45]; it is free and come
with the only capital cost at first.

4) Redundancy: In WSNs, predicting the future events
are not 100% accurate. In most cases, it is unknown
in advance which node will get down (power failure,
hardware failure, software failure). To counter this,
redundant nodes are deployed; if any node fails, it will
not affect the network communication. Redundancy
incurs an extra cost of more nodes; however, it supports
the system availability. In a hop by hop communica-
tion, e.g., one node works as a bridge for two other
nodes; if the bridge node fails, communication will
be interrupted. Furthermore, network protocols should
identify failed neighbors in a real time and adjust
according to the updated topology [24].

5) Defense Against Black Hole Attack: Proper key man-
agement, and authentication can protect black hole
attack; the adversary’s node will be unable to authen-
ticate itself.

6) Defense Against Sybil Attack: Trust certification is a
tool to prevent multiple identities for a single node;
however, it uses up a large amount of resources––a
big bottleneck over the network traffic. Verification
system can block the outsider node to be the part of
a system/network. In addition, trusted devices, similar
to trusted certification, associate special identities with
each device, that prevent any non-associated node to
be added to system/network. Sybil attack can exploit
node’s redundancy used for reliability. Proper authen-
tication can prevent Sybil attack [41].

7) Defense Against Flooding, Hello Flood Attack: WS-
N must be well-engineered to counter flood attacks
[17] and DoS attacks [18]. In addition, it is de-
sired to figure out which node utilizes more energy;
such identification eases the troubleshooting process.
Flooding can be prevented by the cryptography prin-
ciple––authentication. If a node receives any packets,
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the receiver must authenticate the packet before giving
a reply to the sender. Another solution is to solve a
puzzle; when a node receives too many packets from
other nodes, it challenges a puzzle to that node; the
puzzle is some pre-defined problem––only the legal
nodes can interpret it. In case of failure, nodes will
entertain future generated packets from that node any-
longer.

8) Defense for Data Backup: It is a good habit to have the
backup of all useful data. If data is compromised, at
later stages, it will rescue the operations immediately.

D. Application Level Defense

Implementing Intrusion Detection System (IDS) or Fire-
wall (FW) in WSNs is not like implementing it in LAN or
WAN; these resource-intensive applications need greater de-
ployment considerations. For the resource constraints device,
code must be compact. Application level security focuses on
software and hardware.

1) IDS: Providing more Security beyond Cryptography:
IDS is a full fledge system aimed to provide detection
of malicious behavior in a network—traffic pattern.
Attackers may intrude into the network and steal useful
data. Intrusion detection system can be employed in
WSNs to provide maximum security. Only cryptog-
raphy cannot provide all the solution for all security
issues; there must be an IDS to know the current state
of a network, and detect and prevent any anomaly [46].

2) Defense against Buffer over Flow Attack: An attacker
tries to find any vulnerability in the software code to
exploit it; buffer overflow is the solid example. He
exploits overflow vulnerability by bombarding many
packets beyond the buffer capacity. This attack can
be prevented by proper programming code, precise
programming practices, and the proper use of data type
initialization.

3) Defense for Code Attacks: Cryptography and strong
deployed infrastructure prevent direct attacks. It is
necessary to consider all well standard methods to
write a code––test it accordingly, and deploy it in
the enterprise. Code security can be implemented by
software engineering principles; software development
life cycle (SDLC) must be incorporated. Installing and
deploying software for WSNs, detailed security code
analysis, and reviews must be done to provide better
and controlled code security.

4) Security via Security on Chip (SoC): Providing se-
curity in software systems demands high processing
capabilities and memory usages. Security in software
systems reduces the repetition of the hardwired key
burning process (process that involves connecting cir-
cuits permanently). However, it brings disadvantages of
demanding processing capabilities—WSN lacks it. The
solution is to embed the security key at manufacturing
process; hardware embedded security is faster than
software defined security. Cryptography key is pre-
installed on sensor chips; it prevents the key manage-
ment overhead, and reduces the risk associated with
it.

E. Defenses against Eavesdropping

Eavesdropping is secretly listening to other conversations
without their consent. In WSNs, when information is ex-
changed among nodes, any malicious user can monitor those
signals. As wireless media is open, an adversary can monitor
the communication easily; he can analyze the traffic density
for base station attack; he can analyze the packet contents
to know about the exchanged information; and he can also
analyze the path followed by packet to know about the sender
or receiver location.

1) Defense against Traffic Analysis/Tracing and Contents
Analysis Attack: Traffic analysis attack can be pre-
vented by introducing fake packets generation tech-
niques as discussed by [47], [6], [37]. Techniques
to counter traffic analysis attack are generating fake
packets, and creating fake hotspot locations (hotspots
are those locations where traffic density is more than
other locations). The drawback of fake packets is
more overhead and extra energy. To guard against
traffic tracing and content analysis attack, strong cryp-
tography techniques, e.g., encryption is used. If an
attacker traces some particular packets, he cannot read
its contents—contents privacy. A random fake packet
creation can also prevent tracing attack.

2) Defense against Base Station Attack:
Securing location information plays an important role
in WSN; it guarantees that no one knows the exact lo-
cation of a node. A recent attempt is done by [6], [37];
they provided base station anonymity via aggregator
node integration and fine-tuning TTL value (MimiBS),
and through software-defined way (LPSDN).

VII. CHALLENGES FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

WSNs application’s diameter poses many challenges; used
in many sectors as discussed in Section III, WSNs should
address performance, scalability, reliability, cloud computing,
SDN integration, and virtualization.

A. Strong Routing Protocols

A strong routing protocol can protect the network from
malicious activities. Traditional matured routing protocol
(TCP/IP, BGBP, OSPF, and ISIS) cannot be used in WSNs
resource constraint environment. WSN must have the richest
set of different protocols to carryout application require-
ments; a WSN protocol must handle a hostile environment.
Routing protocol should provide a high throughput, and a
decrease packet loss ratio. Routing algorithm should handle
mobility and dynamic changing behavior in WSNs [48]. Un-
reliable wireless media can drop packets; routing protocols
should prevent packet loss. Designing a new routing protocol
for WSN should consider security and privacy issues.

1) Node’s Mobility: A strong routing protocol must han-
dle nodes’ mobility––mobility of source and sink node;
sink mobility is used to collect data from all sensors. A
static sink node collects data from all sensors without
changing its constant position. A mobile sink node
has its own effects on the network, e.g., performance
and dynamic change behavior. An adaptive routing
scheme has been presented in [25]. Routing protocols
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must provide better connectivity, an efficient energy
consumption, a controlled flooding mechanism, utility
based fair usage, and on demand swarm intelligence
[25]. Routing protocol must have good topology man-
agement scheme to handle any failure; topology can be
managed by node adaption, link adaption, and through
mobility [25].

2) Trust Relations: Authors in [49], and [50] have intro-
duced a new way for building a strong routing protocol;
establishing a trust relation among nodes can minimize
the cryptography overhead. The higher is the rate of
trust, the lower will be cryptographic key usage; this
technique preserves more energy and provides better
network performance. For resource constraint devices,
routing protocol must be designed according to the
application requirement: it should balance processing,
memory, and energy for an efficient operation.

3) Base Station Location Privacy: Research community
[7], [51], [52], [53] [54], [47], and [6], [37] has already
done an extensive work to protect base station location
privacy from malicious users. All these methods use
fake packets to hide base station location privacy; fake
packets consume extra energy. The main challenge is
to hide base station location without fake packets.

B. Wireless Media Challenges
Wireless signals are open; they are easy to monitor com-

pared to wired signals; an attacker exploits the open nature
of wireless media. Ad-hoc infrastructure reduces the capital
expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEx);
however, ad-hoc infrastructure needs to address maintenance,
management, and security. Ad-hoc infrastructure provides:
enhanced-mobility, productivity, deployment, expandability,
convenience, low-cost, and remote access control; however,
it faces problems of: security, reliability, range, and speed.
World Health Organization (WHO) says excessive exposure
to wireless signals has an adverse health effect. According to
SANS organization, all forms of networking and transmitting
data come with security vulnerability—wireless media is the
most compromised among them.

Another key challenge is to cope with the dynamics
of environment [25]. On the average, node’s mobility in
WSNs is lower than other ad-hoc networks, e.g., Mobile Ad-
Hoc Networks (MANETs), and Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks
(VANETs). For some WSNs, productivity, convenience, and
enhanced mobility are not important; however, reliability,
deployment, scalability, security, and cost are driving factors.

1) Coverage problem: Coverage is an important perfor-
mance metric in WSNs; it reflects how well the en-
vironment is monitored [55]. The surrounding vicin-
ity should be monitored all times to collect data; a
dead nod cannot forward any packets; consequently,
it degrades network services; connectivity should be
ensured for communication. A network wide coverage
area demonstrates Quality of Service (QoS) for specific
geographical location. Coverage spans over the entire
life of WSNs––at the initial placement time, and oper-
ational time. It ought to be guaranteed that all sensor
nodes must report to base station.
Coverage is well defined for a uniform distributed de-
ployment. Nodes dropped from air faces the coverage

problem; different coverage models, e.g., Boolean Sec-
tor Coverage Model, Boolean Disk Coverage Model,
Attenuated Disk Coverage Model, Truncated Atten-
uated Disk Model, Detection Coverage Model, and
Estimation Coverage Model are explained in [55]. This
problem also occurs when the network runs in an
energy-saving mode; in this mode, some nodes save
energy for future use. The real question, what will
happen, if at this time, some useful event occurs?
Network misses this event at all; the issue should be
addressed.

2) Quality of Service: QoS is the function of its appli-
cation; proper congestion control provides better QoS.
In WSNs, there is a minimum chance of congestion
outside the base station area. Congestion near the base
station results into: channel occupancy, buffer overflow,
packet collision, channel contention, high data rate, and
minimum node’s life. For better services, minimum
congestion in the network is necessary. Congestion
avoidance ensures high throughput, better link utiliza-
tion, minimum delay, energy efficiency, and minimum
data rate error [56]. Control packets are used to prevent
congestion. Different QoS parameters are: reliability,
better data rate/sufficient bandwidth, strong wireless
signals, better coverage area, minimum delay, collision
avoidance, and minimum packet loss. An extensive
survey can be found about different congestion control
protocols at [56].

3) Unattended Operations: Controlling a massive amount
of distributed sensor nodes—with unattended opera-
tions—is a big challenge. OTA programming facilitates
adding any module on-line to the node [29]. Unattend-
ed operations need extra care in a hostile environment,
e.g., military, monitoring, and controlling application.
In unattended WSNs, a mobile sink node provides
dynamic authentication. Authors [50] have shown the
collaborative authentication scheme for mobile sink to
authenticate data; however, this scheme did not discuss
how to deal with other problems, e.g., node failure and
OTA.

C. Application Challenges

Deploying WSNs in a hostile environment (where we
are fully dependent on nature) is a big challenge. Weather
condition, e.g., rain, snow-fall, cold, and hot can affect the
performance and life of WSNs. Humidity can destroy a node;
rain-drop may corrupt the whole WSNs security on chip
services. There is no security scheme that is 100% secure; it
needs innovations. In case of non-repudiation, experts warn
that a digital signature alone cannot be used to prevent non-
repudiation.

1) Intrusion Detection System Integration: Nodes send
special IDS messages to IDS server [57]; this IDS
message brings an extra overhead in the network: it
can drain energy; it also utilizes nodes’ resources.
Another work is done by [58]; they claimed their
system could handle unknown attacks based on the
anomalies’ behavior. They have assumed majority of
neighbor nodes are honest to the base station—this
assumption is not true in practical applications.
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IDS integration in WSNs brings extra cost of data
rate and packet overhead. Authors [46] claimed that
their system provides an energy-efficient IDS system
to detect and prevent anomalies. IDS solution should
not drain the power; better IDS integration must not
decrease the overall network life; however, IDS brings
delay to network. Authors [59] have shown the effects
of IDS on the life of WSNs. An increased number
of nodes consume more energy in an IDS integrated
sensor network. For maximum security, IDS solutions
should be incorporated.

2) Sensor Classification: Different vendors’ equipment
use vendor’s specific firmware. Integrating heteroge-
neous nodes lead to the proprietary firmwares com-
patibility problem. Different applications use different
sensor nodes; agricultural sensor nodes are different
from medical or health care systems nodes. These
different classifications bring challenges of: scalability,
maintainability, integration, synchronization, and cost.

3) Long Distance Wireless Sensor Networks: Simula-
tion results have shown that long distance WSNs
are possible [60]. Such networks will be very useful
for long-distance communication. Farming, agriculture,
and monitoring the water quality are some applications
for long distance WSNs. A typical WSN supports 100
meters range communication [60]. Authors [60] have
simulated the link quality; for this purpose, objects
are placed in line of sight with interference-free en-
vironment. They claimed that only lower frequencies
delivered long-distance communication, e.g., 868 MHz
and 900 MHz; 2.4 GHz is only feasible for short-
distance communication. They supported their claim
by practical experiments and claimed that link margin
must be greater than 10 dB to achieve 1239-meter-long
distance communication. Only 1239 meters distance
is shown in their experiments. Further research is
needed to increase the distance range at some other
frequencies. Long-distance communication should ad-
dress power consumption, link quality, routing proto-
col, and security measures.

4) Programming Wireless Sensor Networks: Program-
ming a large network of highly resource-constraint
devices that are self-organized and globally consistent,
with a robust behavior and a dynamically changing
environment, is a big challenge. Programming in a
hostile or un-secure environment, to monitor the sur-
roundings, is a daunting task. Programming WSNs
must be equipped with proper software engineering
principles; it must be well coded, tested, debugged, and
should provide a flawed free design. An easy domain-
specific language for WSNs application description
is introduced by [58]; they claimed their designed
language help those novice programmers who lack
good programming skills.
According to the best of our knowledge, a comprehen-
sive survey about WSN programming can be found at
[1]. Authors have clearly mentioned state of the art
programming concepts, trends, and challenges. They
have shown different programming approaches, e.g.,
code snap shots. When updating only a small portion
of a sensor node, it requires only few joules of energy

and minimum management overhead. However, recon-
figuration of a wireless sensor node is not like a general
hardware. There must be a way of re-configuration of
small changes or full image installation. Authors [61]
introduced how to re-configure, re-install, or update a
very small portion of a sensor node code; this leads to
save more energy.

5) Wireless Sensor Networks and Market Gap: WSNs are
used in different applications as discussed in Section
III; however, there is still a market gap while adapting
WSNs. All hard works made by labs, industries, and
researchers seem not being enough to get WSNs out
of its resource constraint environment. WSN still needs
time to populate in a dense market. This gap is caused
because of the poor integration of different technolo-
gies. To decrease the market gap, better application
platform is needed. Work done in class rooms or in
labs do not grow in scale, and are not economical.
Some materials for this section are added from [62].
Different hardware vendors, e.g., sensor and wire-
less modules manufacturers need proper coordination
and integration mechanism. Software developers also
pose the gap cause. Different code writers, algorithm
designers, developer, and system integrators all pose
significant gap, while adapting WSNs. WSN demand-
s are plug and play. These plug and play nodes
need to be self-aware, auto-configurable, and auto-
diagnosable. To reduce the communication overhead
and enhance reliability, these WSNs must store data
locally. Building a universal framework to integrate all
these different applications, the ecosystem will facili-
tate improving efficiency, performance, scalability, and
interoperability.

D. Key Management and New Paradigm Challenges

Key management and distribution [40] is the most impor-
tant challenge. A centralized base station having maximum
capability (computation) can be used; however, it raises com-
munication overhead issue when nodes try to authenticate
themselves. Symmetric key cryptography, and asymmetric
key cryptography are the current research areas for low
power sensors. Author [57] has shown secure and efficient
key management protocol for WSNs. He adapted asymmetric
cryptography. His scheme used only one public key for a sink
node, and a single private key is used for all sensor nodes.
Although, this scheme simplifies the key management issue
by using only one private key; however, if an attacker finds
the private key, the whole network will be compromised.

An extensive survey has been done by [59]; they showed
a symmetric key management system for WSNs. In a sym-
metric key cryptography, the key is always shared among
the communication nodes/entities. A secret key cryptography
used in low power motes faces key distribution issue [41].
Public key cryptography brings computational challenges;
it is a trade-off among cryptography, sensor’s processing
capability, and application requirements.

1) Wireless Sensor Network and Software Defined Net-
working: A recent challenge for WSNs is to adapt
the SDN architecture—the decoupled architecture. In
SDN, a central controller called SDN controller is
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responsible for managing and controlling the whole
network, while implementing routing, load balancing,
traffic shaping, traffic engineering, and firewall policy
[63]. In the resource constraint environment, SDN
integration brings whole new challenges of routing and
forwarding.
Merging SDN with WSN eases the management bur-
den, key distribution problem, battery drain issue,
limited processing and memory issue, and controlling
issue. The introduction of new technology in WSNs
brings many advantages; however, new problems of
security, key management, load sharing, and existing
routing techniques should be re-engineered to work
with traditional WSNs.
A very brief and first step in WSN to work with SDN,
as claimed by [64], has shown advantages of versatil-
ity, flexibility, and easy management; However, traffic
between controller and sensor nodes can lead to traffic
overhead. Overhead problem mainly occurs because of
sharing the same channel for data and control traffic
together [65]; this problem reduces the reliability of a
control channel. Centralized controller leads to single
point of failure; multiple controllers provide backup.
Multiple controllers increase management and config-
uration/installation overhead, and cost. The integration
of WSN and SDN raises backward compatibility and
interoperability issues to legacy WSNs. WE suggest
a centralized management policy WSNs; all devices
will be visible to a network administrator via graphical
user interface (GUI) or a console. Network operators
will see the bird-eye view of the whole network. We
strongly encourage industry to step-in integration WSN
with SDN.

2) Wireless Sensor Network Virtualization: Virtualized
WSN is originated to provide a common platform
and architecture for experiments and evaluations while
integrating with legacy WSNs [49]. The separation
of services and infrastructures introduce new ways
of providing different services to the end users. In
traditional WSNs, the whole physical sensor network is
dedicated to some specific task. In WSN virtualization,
some geographical areas are divided into parts: north,
and south; different tasks care assigned to different
areas. To the best of our knowledge, sensor hardwares
are not virtualized yet.

3) Wireless Sensor Network and Cloud Computing: In
the era of IT and the Internet of Things (IoT), the dis-
tributed connectivity provides different new platforms:
cloud computing is the new trend for WSN. These plat-
forms are designed for more general-purpose hardware
where computational capacity and memory space is not
limited. In case of WSNs, designing and integrating
cloud concepts in WSNs must not introduce new
issues and negative-impact. A framework of cloud-
sensor integration is elaborated by [48]. Data collected
from different applications are processed in pub/sub
broker, which then served as software application as
a service (SaaS). In this framework, end user can see
the interested data on a graphical interface; it supports
health department, and urban traffic monitoring.

VIII. CONCLUSION

WSNs are application specific; however, their application
spectrum is very broad. To develop a secured environment,
we should consider the capacities of resources (memory,
processor, and power supply). Encryption provides privacy;
however, it consumes more energy. Experimental results
show that the encryption algorithms using 64-bit keys for
data privacy can be broken in 3.5 months with super com-
puters, which can process 1012 passwords in one second.
This value is 5.4 ∗ 1018 years for the one using 128− bit
encryption algorithms [15]. It is an open challenge, whether
to use such a big key in resource constrained sensor nodes or
not. Security may not be important in some situation (e.g.,
monitoring animals); however, it is the top priority in military
and information sensitive environment.

Increasing demand in sensor network promising appli-
cations is emerging. Better techniques are needed for se-
curity, privacy, power, computational-capability, and scal-
ability. Full-fledged WSN system that covers all security
requirements, e.g., data privacy, data integrity, data freshness,
identity authentication, and availability, is the demanded
application for industries and organizations. A versatile
WSN architecture should address: security requirements,
QoS, attacks, and encryption algorithms. Software defined
networking integration in WSN is reshaping the whole ar-
chitecture of legacy WSN. Benefits and challenges of cloud
services and virtualization technology also need attention.
We believe, reading and understanding, this paper provides a
comprehensive one place exploration for WSN and its related
knowledge.
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